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Metal slug 6 dreamcast cdi

11-01-2020, 8:21 #1 11.01.2020, 10:49 #2 Oooh nice how does one play them burn em CD? It's been a long time since I've done bootleg dc ... (Since Wins o Rage Days....) 11-01-2020, 11:25 #3 you must convert GDI to CDI if you want to burn. You can't just burn a GDI image. 11-01-2020, 12:55 #4 It just reminds me how I missed the
Atomiswave cart several times and now I can't get one anywhere. 11-01-2020, 1:20 #5 Originally Posted by Samuray It just reminds me how I missed the Atomiswave cart several times and now I can't get one anywhere. What it means is that if you own D.C. your problem will be solved. 11.28.2020, 13:28 #6 Dude this is awesome! Is
throwing it at my gdemu as soon as im back home! Originally posted by LoneSage fuck this gay land -starks out 11-01-2020, 1:46 #7 Nice! I have this PS2, but it should basically be a real arcade code running dc! 11/01/2020, 2:01 #8 I've been waiting years for this because these atomiswave Naomi ports started to happen 11-01-2020,
2:43 #9 It's awesome whether this works mode? 11-01-2020, 2:51 #10 Amazing news, it's great it's finally a thing. Originally posted by ggallegos1 It's awesome, does it work in MODE? Afaik MODE is 100% Dreamcast compatibility and supports CDI, GDI, CCD, MDF, bin / iso + cue images. 11-01-2020, 3:16 #11 Originally Posted by
gusmoney What it means that if you own DC your problem will be solved. Well, yes ..... but I really would like to have an AW cart and play it there. One of the reasons I got the abbreviated system. It's a very difficult luck that I missed it. But it's fantastic it happens, of course. 11-01-2020, 3:42 #12 Originally Posted by Samuray Well, yes
...... but I really would like to have an AW cart and play it there. One of the reasons I got the abbreviated system. It's a very difficult luck that I missed it. But it's fantastic it happens, of course. lol soe not about you. When will fotns come to DC? 11-01-2020, 3:46 p.m. #13 Originally Posted by Lachlan So where are the FOTNS coming to
DC? yes, I'd like to dust off Washington with a loud ass for that. thanks for posting! 11-01-2020, 3:50 #14 Originally Posted by lachlan lol the message is not about you. When are the fotns coming to DC? Originally posted by pixeljunkie yes please I dust off a loud ass dc for this. thanks for posting! I dusted my sign-in - just jump to mention
it. 11/11/2020, 4:30 #15 originally posted by lachlan lol the sot is not about you. When will fotns come to D.C.? I pretty much immediately went to the search if someone is working on bringing this one to DC too after I saw this topic, this is the one game I would most like to see in D.C. from the Atomiswave library. PM #16 Originally Posted
by Samuray Well, yes...... but I really would like to have aW cart ... But mah shelf! FotNS and Battle Coliseum would be a clutch. 11.01.2020, 7:48 #17 Dolphin Blue would be cool too. I've always wanted to play it. 11-01-2020, 08:06 #18 Originally posted by Hattori Hanzo You need to change the GDI CDI if you want to burn. You can't just
burn a GDI image. Some of the comments suggest that, for some reason, people had problems with this process. 11-02-2020, 3:28 #19 Great addition to SNK (PlayMore) already a great console playing neogeo and arcade titles. I will try to test it this week dreamshell + HDD, which has confirmed that it works. 11-02-2020, 6:11 #20
Originally posted by Neorebel Some comments suggest that for some reason people were having trouble with this process in the process. Pretty sure they're going to release the CDI the next day. Updates the thread when it happens. 11-02-2020, 1:09 #21 6 would have been so much better if it took fewer hits to kill enemies. It's made for
slow pace. 02/02/2020, 03:14 #22 Originally Posted by max 330 mega Dude this is awesome! Is throwing it at my gdemu as soon as im back home! I tried it on mine but couldn't run it Let us know how you can. 11-02-2020, 3:40 #23 2020-11-02, 3:43 #24 Cheers, I notice OP releasing a patched version of blood so I could keep the fire now
11-02-2020, 10:50 #25 It looks like someone has some debugging mode. They released it track04.iso replacement then access debugging press X + Y pause then X + Y access the debugging menu - from there you can activate the blood. Place for discussion of homebrew games, development, new editions and emulation. Moderator:
VasiliyRS deluxux Metallic Posts: 878 Post # 2 » Sat 31 October 2020 2020 10:11 Dude this is epic! What a real dreamcast legend! Thank you for this, my friend! deluxux Metallic Posts: 878 Post #3 » Sat 31 October 2020 10:19 Pm Did you get your hands on the Atomiswave machine? It seems like a nice easy way to get home to the
arcade scene. Dubbing St.Jimmy Posts: 397 Post #4 » Sat 31 October 2020 10:25Am I can't wait to play it. You're an amazing man. Thank you megavolt85 Developer Posts: 828 Post # 5 » Sat 31 October 2020 10:37 am deluxux wrote: Can you get your hands on the Atomiswave machine?noAtomiswave in Dreamcast with small changes
all the information you need is MAME source codeCode.S. I tested the game on the VGA monitor and only now I realized that I need to check the composite connection. Who is the composite cable, check if the game wakes up the duplicate St.Jimmy Posts: 397 Post # 6 » Sat 31 October 2020 10:56 megavolt85 wrote: deluxux wrote: Can
you get your hands on the Atomiswave machine?noAtomiswave's Dreamcast small changes to all the data you need is MAME source codeCode.S. I tested the game. VGA monitor and only now I realized that I need to check the composite connection. Who has a composite cable, check if the game wakes up I remember that post obscura
describing what was needed to get the atomiswave running. Since you got it working, the rest of the games could be behind it. Happy Birthday! A real achievement, my friend! shenhulahula rebel Posts: 20 Post #7 » Sat 31 October 2020 11:22 Very enjoyable experience. Thank you for that! Sorry, I play vga so do not know if the composite
works or not. aldair DC-Talk Addict Posts: 509 Post # 8 » Sun Nov 01, 2020 1:05 pmvolt85 wrote:deluxux wrote: Can you get your hands on the Atomiswave machine?noAtomiswave in Dreamcast with small changes to all the data you need in the MAME source code codePP.S. I tested the game on the VGA monitor and only now I
realized that I need to check the composite connection. Who has a composite cable, check if the game wakes upcomposito 100%! Bob Dobbs Sub Genius Posts: 3877 Contact: Post # 9 » Sun Nov 01, 2020 1:28 sorry, I can not test if I use 100% Dreamcast hardware, which .gdi does not work on my Dreamcast ... if there is no program I
can use to make it work. Please give me some advice. Regards, Bob Dobbs cloofoofoo Arabian Night Posts: 326 Post # 10 » Sun 01, 2020 1:37 Bob Dobbs wrote: Sorry, I can not test if I use 100% Dreamcast hardware, which .gdi does not work on my Dreamcast ... if there is no program I can use to make it work. Please give me some
advice. Same here. I tried to open gdi gdi explorer convert it to cdi but nope because as he built it so that its can not open it. Hopefully he will give cdi or plainfiles 10 3238 by Ian Micheal See last post by Tue Feb 04, 2020 4:08 pm 11 3721 by Ian Micheal See last post Friday August 09, 2019 3:24 pm by Ian Micheal See last post by Eon
Aug 26, 2019 2:26 am 22021 by Ian Micheal See last post by Wed 04, 2019 10:16 pm 3 2221 by Ian Micheal See last post by Sun September 22, 2019 11:11 pm Back New Releases/Homebrew/Emulification Jump to Users Browsing This Forum: No Registered Users By jadey4, November 1, 2020 149 5 6 4 Replies: 630 Views: 86,120
Replies: 1115 Views: 217,822 Not my job, just share a link with someone else shared! Cool! Maybe it's time to do dc games with Naomi and vice versa haha, this is what I said in another chat! It's time to go the other way! Is that the same lag as Naomi's conversions? I look forward to the DC port (s) have the same lag as the original game
because there was no need to completely change the inputs for polling as in NAOMI ports. I just made a patch to add blood back to the DC version, apply to monitor 04 using lips or any other tool that works ips. Block Pong Pong caught my attention, but after watching the video I was overwhelmed. Seems rather unimaginative. especially
taking into account: - it was aimed at - it requires stick(s) play Is it the same lag as Naomi conversions? I look forward to the DC port (s) have the same lag as the original game because there was no need to completely change the inputs for polling as in NAOMI ports. I kinda do not know if it does not work using mapple controller when we
remove jvs part of the AW loader? (assuming that we patch games to run freeplay mode)? I kinda do not know if it does not work using mapple controller when we remove jvs part of the AW loader? (assuming that we patch games to run freeplay mode)? I'm not sure I understand your question. when you remove JVS patches / jumps
games they: - read the player 1 inputs for Maple port A, which is internally wired JVS MCU (a.k.a. MIE) at NAOMI mobo, not sure if it also wired CN6, it is nice if someone checks that - read the player 2 inputs maple port B, which is wired CN6 - the same pl3/4 but ports C and D wired CN 7 connector stuff. I hope Rumble Fish 2 is next on
the list, one of the best games ever made. Do you have a deep way in how they archived it? I really want FOTNS it everyone reading this topic thinking ... Nice.... now, if we can go another way Really nice work to see these converts are done! I'm reading and thinking. Maybe it's time to get another backup dreamcast before the price
jump.. Between HDMI, CDrom iso option and now this, the price hike. Page 2 Anyone who reads this topic thinking ... Nice.... now, if we can go another way Really nice work to see these converts are done! Yes, I wish to dreamcast an exclusive end-up of my Naomi: soulcalibur, Mr. driller, sturmwind ... Edit: having AW gun games in DC
would be great as well as last edited: 17 November 2020 Each cdi downloads? As I want to make it easy to put it on disk it's really cool stuff. I was wondering if these ports are some of the same graphic glitches Naomi has? Like some text in Samurai Shodown 6's is tangled and some bullets are scrambled in metal slug 6 port? @Evan
currently dev (s) focused port on all AW games so at least able to boot them and start the game (even if they are not actually playable like Dolphin Blue which atm hangs iirc stage 3). So, there are potentially tons of bugs at the moment. Moment.
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